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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

NFT stands for ’non-fungible token and represents a unit of data stored on a
blockchain. Unlike Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, each token here certifies that
a digital asset is one of a kind and therefore cannot be replaced with anything else.
The NFT concept is a perfect fit for crypto industry. NFT not only expands its
boundaries but also changes the equity distribution model of sports assets. Veoven
has identified early and is trail blazing the market with its NFT-solution. Veoven has
developed a blockchain-based NFT platform where users can Create, buy, sell, swap,
and leverage non-fungible tokens across a range of different blockchains with
Veoven. Unlike other NFT ecosystems, the Veoven NFT platform will be operated by
smart contracts. This Whitepaper lays out the business model, technical
foundations, and economic mechanisms of Veoven

VEOVEN TOKEN

Veoven is a NFT token Built on the binance smart chain system that creates a
favorable platform wher users can mint, buy and sell NFT. The token is Deflationary
on Every swap made. Token Holders also can stake their VEN token on our NFT
launchpad to earn staking rewards. The rewards are withdrawable anytime.

Veoven will feature a decentralized platform that is focused on cross-chain and
multi-chain, it will as well feature an nft market aggregator which helps you buy
multiple nfts in single transaction. This in turn helps you save a significant amount of
fees in the gas fee which is pretty good.
The Veoven platform ill also an escrow p2p pltform which gives you the ability to
trade without the necessity of an intermediary, which was previously impossible
through the online realm before the introduction of blockchain technology. Now,
anyone can conduct transactions with whomever they wish, all through a fluid
trading process that only involves the parties within the trade. With swaps, this is
done off-chain with no transaction fee, making the trade as seamless and easy to
execute as possible.
The Veoven will focus on building these three primary functions as part of the first
phase. Our mission is to simplify the minting, buying and selling NFT process
between people around.

TOKENOMICS

Tokenomics is extremely important and we are convinced that with the help of
proper initial distribution and additional regulations on corporate tokens we will
overcome this difficulty. We assure all investors that the Veoven team will always
act ethically, and our goal is to manage and continue the project, which will bring
tangible benefits to any person with Veoven tokens.
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ROADMAP
Q4 2021
-Project plan
Explore Veoven’s goals and the steps
we intend to take to achieve them.
-Airdrop
Receive free VEN before the pre-sale
begins and get a head start.
-Pre-sale
Support our project and obtain Veoven
tokens early on.

Q1 2022
-MVP Launch
Get a taste of Veoven’s feature on the
Ethereum blockchain.
Multi-Chain
integration — Access BSC, Avalanche, and
Polygon, in addition to Ethereum.

ROADMAP
Q2 2022
-NFT Launchpad
Launch and auction off NFTs to our multichain community.
-Additional Blockchains Support
Access WAX, FLOW, Cardano, Polkadot,
Solana, and other blockchains.
-Cross-Chain Capabilities
Experience all the best features of every
network by interacting with NFTs crosschain.

Q3 2022
-Social Features
Rely on an array of social features to drive
engagement.
-Credit Card Integration
Use government-backed currencies to
trade NFTs.
-Utility Token Integration
Access utility token features, including
transaction fee discounts, platform
governance, and staking.

DISCLAIMER
The contents of this document are not a financial promotion. None of the
information or analyses presented are intended to form the basis for any
investment decision and no specific recommendations are intended. Therefore,
none of the contents of this document serve as an invitation or inducement to
engage in any sort of investment activity. This document is not intended to be a
prospectus, solicitation, inducement or offering for investment or the sale or
issuance of securities or any interests or assets.
The information in this document is given in good faith, but no warranties,
guarantees or representations are made by VeoVen with regard to the accuracy,
completeness or suitability of the information presented. VeoVen expressly
disclaims any and all responsibility, and Recipients expressly waive any claim,
for any direct or consequential loss or damages of any kind whatsoever (whether
foreseeable or not) arising directly or indirectly.
from:
(i) reliance on any information
contained in this document or any information which is made available in
connection with any further inquiries,
(ii) any error, omission, or inaccuracy in any
such information,
(iii) any action resulting therefrom or (iv) usage or acquisition of
products. This disclaimer applies notwithstanding any negligence, default or lack of
Care.
The Company may update, modify or correct this document in its sole discretion,
without notice or incurring any obligation or liability to any recipient hereof. This
document is strictly confidential and intended to be viewed exclusively by those
recipients (“Recipient(s)”) specifically authorized by the Company. This document
shall not bind, convey any rights, obligations, terms, performance, covenants,
representations or warranties on behalf of the Company to Recipient, or create any
relationship between the Company and any Recipient or any other party.
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